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profile: BUILDING

CONSERVATION ASSOCIATES, inc.

Conservation: less a
specialty, more the norm
Scientific methods and technology are the norm for Building Conservation Associates, a firm
that has been leading the way in preservation design and planning for more than 20 years.
by Kathleen Randall

B

uilding Conservation Associates, Inc. (BCA) is one of the oldest and
most experienced private firms specializing in architectural materials conservation in the country. From leveraging new technologies to
finessing rehabilitation tax-credit certifications, the firm is mainstreaming conservation and preservation practices.
A materials scientist in Building Conservation Associates’ New York
laboratory peers into a microscope and records minute, telltale strata in a mere
fleck of a paint sample. A time zone away, field conservators conduct a
façade survey generating thousands of data records to be uploaded to a complex database. Micro or macro, you can never know too much about a building
and its parts. At its core, Building Conservation Associates is a research firm
– a research firm singularly adept at leveraging this expertise for its larger
practice of preservation design and planning.
When BCA president Raymond Pepi started the company in the mid1980s his goal was to scale museum-quality practices in materials investigation and conservation to building-sized applications. BCA has built on this
concept by adapting technologies from the sciences and a variety of industries and by understanding when and how to integrate the technologies with
trade practices on preservation and renovation projects. By raising the quality of the knowledge about a building, BCA can prepare better solutions for
its repair. The firm’s ambitious underlying mission is to make building conservation services buildable and economically feasible for every project
involving an existing building.
Pepi is no stranger to the sciences or the trades. He studied industrial
chemistry in high school supplemented by study in microscopy at the

Raymond Pepi, BCA president, and Stacy Albanese, BCA project manager, at the pinnacle of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Headquarters Tower – 700 feet in the air – in
New York City. All photos: Building Conservation Associates, Inc., unless noted

McCrone Institute. While earning his BA in history he worked as a carpenter, reaching journeyman level and building custom homes. This was followed by work as a cabinetmaker and then a stint in the stone industry. All
the while, Pepi was absorbing the ideas of Dr. James Marston Fitch, who
taught at Columbia University and wrote extensively and persuasively
about how environmental factors and lessons from the history of the built
environment can inform current decisions about sensible building design.

A Distilling of Interests and Skills
Entering the Master of Science preservation program at Columbia
University to study under Fitch, says Pepi, “was a confirmation of all my
interests – science, history, architecture and construction.” Following his
classroom study Pepi did two things. To gain experience in state-of-the-art
conservation practices he worked at the Metropolitan Museum of Art restoring furniture and period room elements in the American Wing. In 1980,
sensing the need for a practical application of classroom knowledge to real
buildings, Pepi, along with several fellow graduates, started a non-profit
organization to restore a building at New York’s South Street Seaport. The
group rented the building from its owners for $1 and proceeded to field-test
what they knew over the four-year renovation. Columbia University preservation students also participated, learning repointing, carving, carpentry
and other skills by wielding real tools.
In the mid-1980s there were no conservation-consulting firms geared to
work with architects, and thus limited opportunity for applying this combination of expertise outside the museum environment. “There was not,” says

BCA conservators survey the sculpture group on the south façade of New York City’s
Grand Central Terminal from a boom lift as part of a comprehensive conditions assessment. The sculpture group, with its colossal Mercury, Hercules and Minerva, is characterized by the AIA Guide to New York City as “Roman deities fraternizing with the
American eagle.” In the background is the MetLife Building (200 Park Ave.), another
BCA exterior cleaning project.
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This cross section of a sample taken from a window grille at Grand Central Terminal is
shown under ultraviolet light at 125x magnification. The layers represent paint colors in
chronological order from the earliest original color to most recent: medium gray green;
red (primer, re-prime); light gray green; brown; dark gray green; red; and brown.
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Pepi, “a general recognition among architects or owners that a conservator or
preservationist was needed on the project
team. There was a lot of suspicion, some
of which still exists, that preservationists
will only delay a project and make it
more expensive.”
Pepi was not deterred. Following his
interests, working in the construction world
rather than the fine arts world, and feeding
his entrepreneurial instinct, he started BCA
in 1985. He has been breaking down suspicions since that day. “Very early on we
were able to show people in the construction industry that we can do our work
without prolonging their schedule or blowing the budget. We had to go into the field
to physically demonstrate what we had
specified.” Pepi notes that a lot of the firm’s
success came from taking this practical
approach to conservation technique.

St. John’s Chapel at Groton School in
Massachusetts is a classic – now pristine –
Neogothic collegiate building designed by Henry
Vaughan and built in 1900. St. John’s Chapel is
often described as one of the country’s finest
buildings in the Perpendicular style. Its monumental limestone tower is constructed with
stepped battlements, gargoyles, triple recesses
and quatrefoils. BCA’s New England office,
under the direction of Andrea Gilmore, completed a comprehensive restoration of the chapel in
2003. Exterior masonry work involved cleaning
Indiana limestone that was heavily soiled by biological growth, replacing eroded and broken
limestone and repointing the entire building.
Additional exterior work included removing
Lexan covers from the stained-glass windows
and restoring the ferramenta – ornamental iron
bars set into the stone in front of the stainedglass windows. The gray slate roof, installed in
1915, was replaced with a standing-seam copper
roof that replicated Vaughan’s original design.
The interior of the chapel was also painstakingly
restored, including cleaning the limestone walls
and conserving the ornately carved woodwork.

Scaling Up
Today BCA has 22 employees, offices in
New York City and Dedham, MA, and a
constant list of 20 to 30 projects. Most are
relatively small in size; but some are mega.
Pepi relies on Claudia Kavenagh, director of
the New York office, and Andrea Gilmore,
director of the New England office, to help
keep those projects in the air. Kavenagh’s
career path also included time in the
trades, first in the theater as a prop carpenter, then private practice as a carpenter and cabinetmaker. Prior to joining
BCA, Gilmore was an architectural conservator with SPNEA and National
Park Service’s Boston office. Gilmore and Kavenagh both have MS
Preservation degrees from the Columbia University preservation program.
All three principals agree on the primary factors that have helped BCA scale
up to its current size and stature: its leveraging of new technologies for both
materials analysis and management, its focus on constructability and having
great clients.

Leveraging Technology: Analytical Tools
In his 20-plus years in conservation work, Pepi has seen what he terms
“inevitable improvements” in the way building materials are examined and
analyzed. “Most of these don’t come from the conservation side of the
world,” he notes, “they come from research chemists, biologists and physicists.

We sort of steal the techniques as they
develop.” For example, in BCA’s Dedham
office, Brian Powell, a leading expert in
historic paint and finishes analysis, uses
fluorescence microscopy, a technique
involving chemical reagents devised by
biologists, to identify otherwise difficult to
detect paint layers under ultra-violet light.
It is common for BCA field crews to use
laser-guided instruments for taking dimensions and temperatures of otherwise inaccessible building elements or fiber optic devices to view interior
cavities without knocking holes in the structure.
Data loggers are another invaluable tool. A BCA project of prime visibility is Grand Central Terminal in Manhattan. BCA is the restoration consultant for the exterior restoration of the terminal and was also recently hired to
conduct a conditions assessment and prepare a maintenance plan for the
entire terminal – interior and exterior. As part of managing the life of the
interior finishes, the team has been using data loggers to record terminal
humidity and air temperature every four hours for over three years. As they
become more portable, accurate, affordable and user friendly, these hijacked
tools of the sciences are no longer novelties on the job site.

Leveraging Technology: Project Management Tools
Collecting data is somewhat futile if you can’t keep track of it and do something useful with it. BCA is generating research data on 20 or more projects
at any given time. For projects such as the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company Headquarters in New York City, which incorporates three buildings, the quantity of data is immense. The three-year, $35 million project

Above: This is one of four monumental
clock faces that adorn Metropolitan Life
Insurance Tower from the 25th to 27th
floors. Each measures approximately 26
ft. in diameter and is made of glass
tesserae; numerals and minute marks are
translucent glass and bronze. The 17-ft.
minute hands and 13-ft. hour hands, constructed of copper sheathing over an
iron framework, revolve on roller bearings and weigh 1,000 and 700 pounds
respectively. Photo: Whitney Cox

The tower of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Headquarters (Napoleon LeBrun & Sons,
1909) in New York City was closely modeled on the campanile at the Piazza San Marco
in Venice. At the time of its construction, the 50-story tower surpassed the Singer Tower
as the tallest building in the world. BCA was the primary design consultant for the renovation, including overseeing the testing and repair programs for windows, masonry, metals and murals. The firm also prepared a federal rehabilitation tax-credit application that
at the time of its filing in 1995 was the largest on record. Photo: Whitney Cox
■ TRADITIONAL BUILDING

Right: The restoration of gilding work
on the Metropolitan Life Tower, a 1960s
replacement of LeBrun’s original gilded
cupola, included preparing the existing
anodized surfaces. First it was cleaned
with a low-impact abrasive system to
remove accumulated soiling and then
primed with a yellow epoxy primer.
Clear oil size was then applied, followed
by the hand application and burnishing
of 23.75k Italian Gold ribbon gold leaf.
Photo: Whitney Cox
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Vilna Shul is a former orthodox synagogue built in 1919 on the north slope of Boston’s
Beacon Hill. The building has been vacant for a number of years and is presently being
restored as a cultural center celebrating Boston’s Jewish history. BCA was hired to do
finishes analysis and exposures to document the multiple decorative finishes on the
Shul’s interior plaster surfaces. This “exposure window,” located in the corner of the
sanctuary ceiling shows an area where BCA removed multiple layers of over-paint to
reveal the original decorative painting.

chalked up close to 10,000 individual stone repairs and the replacement of
1,900 windows – not to mention restoration of four two-story-tall mosaic tile
clock faces and a gilded cupola.
Even more impressive from a data standpoint is BCA’s current project
of managing the preservation master plan it created for the General Motors
Technical Center in Warren, MI, a 60-building research and manufacturing
complex designed by Eero Saarinen in the late 1940s and early 1950s. A façade
survey of all buildings was one phase in a $1 billion tax-credit-certified

preservation and renovation effort. Data management is a science unto itself
at BCA.
Each project has a project manager unfazed by data and details. BCA’s
director of technical services, Dean Koga, R.A., does quality control across
all projects. Depending on the project, managers are assisted by a battery of
field conservators, preservationists and lab scientists – all of whom work
together to turn data into specifications and well-executed projects. BCA’s
project management success relies on new technologies for data management that become crucial on the mega projects. Reports, complete with
drawings and digital photographs, are prepared as fully indexed and hyperlinked PDF files making them easily portable to the field via laptops and
easily searchable by contractors during bidding and construction. While
most people struggle to keep phone numbers, appointments and family
birthdays on their PDAs or Palm Pilots, BCA custom programs PDAs for
building surveys. For example, for a window survey, custom drop-down
menus linked to spreadsheets are used to record the condition of each major
element of a unit for later download.
Of the information-management technologies BCA employs, the database is most significant, particularly the practice of dynamically linking
drawings to the databases supplying their specifics. This ensures drawings
as accurate as the data and the ease of updating with a “refresh” command.
“It’s taken us a number of years to develop this ability,” says Pepi, “but now
we deliver this kind of integration on all of our moderate to large projects. It
enables us to control and understand information about an existing building. Our documents are structured in a way that takes into account the very
real possibility and probability that the documents are going to change. And
they will need to change rapidly.” Because the underlying information is in
a database, detailed quantity schedules can be generated in almost any format. The beauty, says Pepi, is that “we can deliver enormous amounts of
information in a detailed matrix that is understandable and biddable.”

Buildability Built In
Focusing on the constructability of its projects has allowed BCA to break
down some of the lingering misconceptions on the part of owners and architects about conservation services. This in turn has allowed BCA to scale up
the number and scope of its projects as opportunities to be on the team of
large projects multiply. Removing mystery, by providing organized and
detailed bid documents, is just one method of winning respect from owners,

BCA was the prime design consultant for the restoration of the Neogeorgian Knickerbocker Club (Delano & Aldrich, 1915) located on Fifth Ave. in New York City. The work included
restoration of all brick, marble trim, ornamental iron and wood-frame windows as well as new roofs. The cornice was disassembled for structural repairs and reconstructed with a combination of salvage stone and matching new stone from a quarry in Lee, MA.
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Right: BCA was the restoration consultant for The Disney Company’s
New Amsterdam Theater, an Art
Nouveau masterpiece opened in 1903
in New York City. The elaborate artwork and ornamented finishes were
conserved based on BCA’s archival
research and laboratory analysis and
restored under BCA’s direction.
Photo: Whitney Cox
Bottom Right: The 2001 fire at the
Cathedral St. John the Divine in
Manhattan was located in the unfinished north transept that was used as
the Cathedral’s gift shop. Although
construction started in 1892, much of
the Cathedral, including its two towers, have never been completed –
making “restoration” a mildly ironic
term for describing the current work.
The exposed stonework shows where
the temporary roof burned and collapsed leaving the transept open to
the weather. BCA conducted extensive research to determine the extent
and effect of fire soot throughout the
Cathedral interior, which is composed primarily of limestone, granite
and Guastavino tile.

architects and contractors. Another is understanding how
hands and minds actually do things in the field.
Kavenagh, who oversees many of the projects out of
the New York office, boils it down nicely: “Through the
firm’s collective knowledge we actually know how to do
the restoration work ourselves. This is invaluable, because
we interact with contractors so much; it helps a lot when
they realize that you aren’t discussing the work based only
on having read a technical book. Our background in
preservation theory is certainly important, but it is important to understand, practically, what can and can’t be built.
We also know how to work with construction-management firms. This may seem a small item, but for a project
to go smoothly, a conservator or preservationist needs to
understand how a large construction project is handled on
a day-to-day basis.”
Pepi seconds this thinking. One of the things that sets
BCA’s work apart from others is its ability to incorporate a
builder’s attitude into design and construction documents.
Leveraging the knowledge in the trades is also key. An
example of this beneficial rebalancing is BCA’s work with
stone restoration contractor Graciano Corporation on the
Metropolitan Life Insurance tower restoration. Dutchman
repairs to the Tuckahoe marble and Alabama limestone
alone numbered 8,000. In a rooftop stone yard on site,
Graciano’s stone masons custom cut and droved
Dutchman and replacement ashlar units from 3-in.-thick
replacement slabs. Under controlled conditions, they then
sandblasted the new units to soften the crisp edges, making it blend with neighboring stone that had seen 90 years
of weathering.
“Although the construction documents for the project were set up in a
traditional way,” says Pepi, “i.e. they were tightly written, the actual administration of the job by BCA gave appropriate latitude to the contractor
because of the high skill level of Graciano’s foreman. Without his presence,

the job would have been administered more conventionally, with greater
reliance on the documents. The success of this project can be traced to project manager Stacy Albanese who capitalized on the skill set of the foreman
and mechanics she inherited. BCA project manager Ricardo Viera is continuing this trend as he oversees the same Graciano foreman and crew at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music.

The Client Factor

BCA oversaw numerous tests of both chemical and abrasive methods to determine the
preferred method for removing soot from the Cathedral’s stone. Here, a worker is
testing sponge media delivered at low pressure (approximately 20 psi) to the limestone wall.
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BCA’s way of working has helped it scale its services to encompass larger,
more complex projects in its mix. Pepi and his colleagues are quick to add
that this could only happen by having enlightened clients who view buildings as BCA does, as social and cultural objects writ large with evolutions all
their own. An enlightened client has a working technical knowledge, good
administrative capacity and most important, a philosophical balance honed
to make good preservation decisions given a whole slew of factors about
their building and where they want to go with it. “We’ve had some dream
projects,” says Pepi, “because we’ve had clients who agreed with many of
the prime concepts of what the restoration was about.”
The accountant’s two-cents worth is never left out of that delicate balance. The current regulations for Rehabilitation Tax Credits entered the federal tax code in 1986, about the same time BCA opened its doors. The firm
has been perfecting the processes for tax-credit application and certification
since that time and today these projects are a large component of the firm’s
work. Projects range from a $1 million dollar restaurant renovation to the
General Motors project with a sticker price of $1 billion. The firm’s broad
client list – particularly its large corporate clients such as Metro North,
Metropolitan Life, The Disney Company and General Motors – confirms
BCA’s success at its mission: To make building conservation an economically viable option within the normal parameters of property development and
rehabilitation. Thanks to firms like BCA, conservation practices have made it
out of the museum and onto the scaffolds. ◆
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